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The Most Trusted Satellite Communicator: 
Messaging, GPS Tracking, Location Sharing, & SOS Global Rescue

MESSAGING
As a key feature of Bivy Stick and the 
Bivy App, 2-way text messaging remains 
as solid as ever. Using your existing 
smartphone and converting it into a 
mobile satellite communication device. 
With the creation of a free Bivy account, 
your activation creates a dedicated 
phone number and email.
Expanding Bivy to not only SMS text 
messages but also emails. Keeping 
your adventures as much business or 
pleasure as you like.

MAPS
With the ability of complete global 
access of detailed maps, including 
topographical map data, your next 
adventure is more accessible than ever.
Additionally, you can share your map 
routes, and adventures to all your 
friends with a unique online landing 
page and via the Bivy App.

TRACKING
Keeping your loved one’s connected 
and also following your own adventures 
is priceless. The freedom of exploration 
with the security of communication 
is a key pillar for us and critical in Bivy 
Stick’s functionality.

With a simple push of a button you can 
check-in with your family and friends 
or share your entire journey with a 
dedicated Bivy adventure page.

GROUPTRACK ™
Whether you are out in the filed or 
leading the adventure from basecamp, 
bring group messaging and location 
sharing to the whole group. Exclusive 
to Bivy! 

 » Track up to 12 people from one screen
 » Create multiple groups for different 
activities
 » View GPS locations off-grid using 
the Bivy Stick and app, or in network 
using a web browser
 » Follow group messages via app when 
offgrid, or from web browser when in 
network

EMERGENCY COMMUNICATION 
Focused ‘SOS’ button which links users 
with emergency response services. 
Our collaboration with Global Rescue 
offers a 24-hour safety net which can be 
accessed either within the Bivy Stick
or the Bivy App.

DATA PLAN
As an added benefit Bivy does not 
charge for creation and activation of 
an account, which include a dedicated 
email and satellite phone number.
Our data plans offer flexible packages 
that conform to the different lifestyles 
our customers may have.
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 1 message sent

    1 basic weather report

 Tracking*

  1 message received

The “small” print: 
» Credits valid for as long as the Bivystick is active/ unused credits rollover available to use later
» Tracking* : number of credit depends on tracking interval (1/12min @2mn to 1/6hr)
» If all credits are used & you are off-the-grid/out of service your device still works : charged

€0.75/ additional credit used

How do credits work on your Bivy?
Each credit: One Action
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